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ABSTRACT 

There is much literature on peddling, and literature defines it as part of the underground 

economy thus, it is characterized as operating in a fluid environment.  

Innovative SMEs like RLC food Products saw the opportunity of mobile retailing, a legitimized 

form of peddling, as a viable distribution channel that facilitate entrepreneurial development and 

improve consumer accessibility.  

Another innovative entrepreneur is Mr. Nestor B. Catan engaged with Selecta Ice Cream 

ensuring full support from the company.  

Through the use of in depth interviews, this paper provides empirical evidence from SME 

owners on how they developed innovative strategies which included partnerships with 

established brands.  

This paper also discussed how the macro-environment factors impact business operations of two 

SMEs and the challenges they face in the future.  
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There is no available literature about the underground economy of the Philippines but going 

around the country it is evident that the underground economy is a significant contributor.  This 

paper will cover strategies employed by RLC Food Products and Mr. Catan to compete in the 

market despite environmental constraints. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature indicates that SME’s have been identified as a driving force in a country’s 

economy and they represent 99.5 percent of all businesses registered in the Philippines. (Leano, 

2006). 

There are different forms of peddling and one of this is street food vending. “Street food 

vending is an economic activity that normally uses a small space, such as a pavement or alley, as 

a trading area. Street food vending can be either mobile or fixed.” (Nirathron, 2006). Many street 

vendors, however, do not possess a license or permit giving them an “illegal status”. Thus, 

government efforts to regulate and control the situation have generally been “unfavourable” to 

them (Austin, 1994). 

RLC Food Products, a young SME saw the opportunity of “legitimizing” peddling and 

using it as a complementary strategy for its distribution channel.  

Theory 
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SWOT analysis will be used to analyze the relevant variables that influence the entity’s 

development. Strengths are the internal capabilities that may help a company reach its objectives, 

weaknesses are internal limitations that may interfere with a company’s ability to achieve its 

objectives, opportunities are external factors that the company may be able to exploit to its 

advantage and threats are current and emerging external factors that may challenge the 

company’s performance. (Kotler, Keller, Ang, Leong, & Tan, 2009) 

As identified in the study of Acho-chi in 2002, the mobile food service trade is dependent 

on four factors, namely, resources, markets, locational competition and accessibility, which are 

in turn dependent on the growth and development of the basic sector of the urban area” . 

This paper used these four factors in evaluating the strategies of the SME’s covered in 

this study.  The researcher conducted in depth interviews to gather the data. 

Discussion 

RLC Food Products is an SME that is continuously evolving due to the different factors 

in the environment. It is owned by Richard Delayco and is involved in the retail of food, in 

particular chicken and other complementary products. 

Strategies initially developed involved distribution. To have mobile stores that would “go 

to the end users”. This materialized through partnerships with well-known brands like Coca-cola, 

Magnolia and CDO. (Delayco, 2012) 

RLC Food Products is classified as an independently owned retail institution employing 

both store based retail strategy mix and non-traditional retailing. (Berman & Evans, 2004) It has 

been operational since November 2011.  

Store based retail strategy mix includes offering a very lean product line focusing on 

value for money. To manage the cost, a self-service policy is employed to sustain the 

competitive pricing strategy. To complement the operations of the retail outlet, non-traditional 

retailing is also employed.  

Non-traditional retailing (Nirathron, 2006) for RLC Food Products cover mobile retailing 

for cooked chicken & beverage, dressed chicken & processed meat.  RLC Food Products 

partnered with established companies. 2 cart lines were created for the mobile retailing category. 

These are: Coca-cola Carts for meals on the go and Magnolia/CDO carts for fresh food on the 

go. 

This strategy enables reciprocity for the partner companies (Coca-cola and CDO) and 

RLC food Products. In the case of Coca-cola, the carts were sponsored by Coca-cola; for CDO 

they gave RLC Food Products distributor’s price. This strategy on the other hand provided the 

partner companies enhanced and innovative distribution strategythat will strengthen and promote 

the presence of brand.  

As discussed in the available literature, mobile Street vending has the following 

characteristics: (Nirathron, 2006) 

1. The vendor moves from one location to another  

2. The major advantage is accessibility to the buyer  

3. A limitation is the amount and quality of food that is carried due to the weights  

These characteristics are evident in the operations of RLC Food Products.  Capitalizing 

on these, RLC Food Products is trying to institutionalize mobile retailing as another distribution 

channel. The following are the objectives for this strategy:  

a. Minimize cost in terms of not having to put up another branch to expand reach  

b. To create a more discriminate set of customers in terms of preferring products with better 
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product quality and safer.  

c. Legitimize distribution channel  

Although this distribution channel has already been utilized for some time by large 

corporations, like Selecta and Nestle Ice Cream, the type of product being marketed in this case 

is highly perishable. For Coca-cola cart, the product is meals on the go:   cooked fried chicken, 

puso (steamed rice wrapped in leaf) and Coca-cola. For CDO Cart the product is fresh food on 

the go which is fresh dressed chicken and processed meat.  

In this past year up to present, difficulties encountered involved the following factors:  

a. Difficulty in attracting prospective riders (there are 6 Coca-cola carts but only 1 is 

currently operational, there are 2 CDO carts but only 1 is currently operational)  

b. Cart maintenance is solely shouldered by RLC Food Products  

c. Difficulty in developing a discriminate set of consumers that would prefer quality product 

that is reasonably priced  

d. Harassment from local authorities because implementation guidelines for mobile retailers 

are unclear.  

e. Fluctuating price of fresh dressed chicken and inconsistency in specifications of fresh 

dressed chicken.  

Brand Equity was also built for the brand name “Chicken Chicken”. Served markets have 

already equated our chicken with the Coca-cola Brand thus benefiting from the brand equity of 

Coca-cola.  

A segment was identified that patronizes the cooked chicken, this segment is the Muslim 

segment, due to their practice of not eating pork they strongly patronize the products of the Coke 

cart. 

Mobile Retailing for Unilever’s Selecta Ice Cream (Catan, 2012).  Mr. Nestor B. Catan 

has started as cart retailer of Selecta Ice Cream since 2011. He is classified as a dealer and is 

currently operating 15 carts. As a cart retailer he is not allowed to have an ice cream outlet. His 

mobile carts rove outside of Dumaguete City from 8 am to 6pm.  

His mobile carts are not able to rove within Dumaguete City since he was not issued 

mobile business permit for Dumaguete. Bicycle plates for his carts are registered as private.  

Unilever dictates retail price, provides freezer and carts. Maintenance of carts is also 

subsidized. The dealer does not bear the cost of bad order since Unilever bears this cost 100%.  

Investment required of dealer is for the land where the freezers are stored and where carts 

are parked.  

Mr Catan currently has 12 riders. Relationship between Mr Catan and his riders are not as 

employees but as commissioners. His riders get commissions for their daily sales and incentives 

for performance. He conducts sales training for his riders.  

Mr.Catan’s retail strategy mix would be according to the direction and strategy of 

Unilever.  

Analysis Using SWOT and Relevant Factors 

Strengths. Resources the owner of RLC Food Products is innovative and resourceful. He 

is capable of continuously developing creative strategies. Current partnerships with established 

brands such as Coca Cola and CDO facilitate in developing new product strategies and 

strengthening distribution capabilities.  

For Mr.Catan, resources expected of him would be limited to land and recruitment of 

riders.  
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Accessibility as a consequence of the distribution strategy which is mobile in nature, 

accessibility is not a problem for both businesses  

Weakness. Resources due to limited financial resources it is difficult to immediately 

implement strategies that are conceptualized. Prospective riders still need to create awareness of 

the new distribution channel; they cannot immediately generate targeted sales thus resulting in 

their demotivated and frustrated attitude which leads to high turn-over for newly hired riders. 

Cost of maintaining the carts are primarily for the account of RLC Food Products.  

Opportunities. Markets objective of RLC Food Products is to provide value for money. 

Since majority of the market belongs to the lower class, price is a factor that is highly 

considered. Other than social class religion is also a factor, the Muslim segment strongly 

patronize the products of the Coke cart. Negros Oriental, in particular Dumaguete City 

frequently celebrates fiestas thus this presents opportunities in strengthening the mobile 

distribution channel.  

Same is true for Mr.Catan’s business; Negros Oriental frequently celebrates fiestas thus 

creating opportunities in strengthening the mobile distribution channel. 

Locational Competition – street vendors proliferate due to lack of employment and lack 

of required education and skills needed in the formal sector (Bhowmik, 2005) the difference 

between the street vendors and the mobile retail strategy of these 2 businesses in the market are 

very evident in terms of quality of product, product presentation, cart design, uniformed rider 

among others. This raises the bar with regard to mobile retailing which is seen as synonymous to 

street vending.  

Threat. Political business registration is required for mobile carts but there is no business 

permits for mobile carts. Thus local authorities continually confiscate carts and products (Acho-

Chi, 2002) and are hostile towards riders. Uncertainty of enforcement creates an environment 

where local authorities can at whim continually confiscate carts and products and be hostile 

towards riders. (Acho-Chi, 2002), (Devlin, 2006) 

Locational competition – organized peddlers are abundant sometimes threatening mobile 

retailers.  

Markets – since most of the market belongs to the low income segment, still they 

patronize based on price rather than product. 

CONCLUSION 

The strategy seems promising as it is currently being utilized by companies in their 

mobile cart wholesaling distribution system even if there are impediments. Thus the following 

are the conclusions:  

Legitimize peddling through mobile retailing – needs “standardized legitimization” of 

distribution channel to fully maximize potentials of mobile retailing  

Improved way of life for consumers  

SME  

 limited resources hampers improved processes to standardize distribution system;  

 weak bargaining power in supplier related transactions  

 new distribution channel is not seen as an attractive employment possibility for mobile 

cart riders  

 There is a need for the government to create a structure/system that will integrate this 

type of trading, utilize it to help develop the economy, and empower the “urban poor” 
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who relies on this trade for employment, food, and income (Acho-Chi, 2002). 
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